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*Nine Niggers More.* (Not yet cataloged.) Children’s literature, a counting book in rhyme.


- See Ferris University [Professors Pilgrim and Middleton’s article](#) about the use of the word nigger.

Berwanger, Eugene. *As They Saw Slavery*. E441 .A77

*Black Defenders on Land & Sea, 1776-1945.* Baltimore: University of Maryland. DHT 3897.


- Available online.

*Buchanan, Lucille.* MS 392, map case 2, drawer 5. First African-American female CU Boulder graduate in 1918.


- Available online.


- [New York Times article](#) about these types of travel guides.

Cheever, George B. *God against slavery : and the freedom and duty of the pulpit to rebuke it, as a sin against God*, 1857, E449 .C511 1857a.

- Available online.


- More about the publication history and story.
Elliot, E.N., *Cotton is king, and pro-slavery arguments:* comprising the writings of Hammond, Harper, Christy, Stringfellow, Hodge, Bledsoe, and Cartwright, on this important subject. With an essay on slavery in the light of international law, by the editor, E449 .E48 1860a.

- Available online.


Matthew Henson’s *A Negro Explorer at the North Pole,* G670 1909.H4 A32 1912.

- Available online.

King, Martin Luther, Jr. *Where Do We Go From Here: Chaos Or Community?* E185.615 .K5 c.4. Signed copy.

Hughes, Langston. Letter to CU English Professor Francis Wolle. MS 206.


Locke, Alain. *The New Negro: an Interpretation,* 1925. E185.82 L75 1925 c.2,

- More on *The New Negro.*


*Der Neger Zingt.* Poems by black Americans translated into Dutch. PS591.N4 N45 1936


- Available online.


- Also available as an electronic resource in Chinook.

The Pro-Slavery Argument; As Maintained By The Most Distinguished Writers Of The Southern States: E449 .P955.

- Available online.

Roe, Clifford G. The great war on white slavery, or, fighting for the protection of our girls, 1911. HQ281 .R62 1911.

Slave documents (bill of sale, manumission paper, notice of sale, and an estate inventory,) along with a British and an American indenture. MSS 353, 362, 363, 364, 401 OS, 405.

Stewart, Paul W., and Wallace Yvonne Ponce. Black Cowboys. E185.96 .S793 1986 c.2

Still, William. The Underground Rail Road : A Record Of Facts, Authentic Narratives, Letters, &C., Narrating The Hardships, Hair-Breadth Escapes, And Death Struggles Of The Slaves In Their Efforts For Freedom, As Related By Themselves And Others Or Witnessed By The Author: Together With Sketches Of Some Of The Largest Stockholders And Most Liberal Aiders And Advisers Of The Road. E450 .S85 1872

- Available in Chinook and online.

Walker, Alexander. Intermarriage : or, The mode in which, and the causes why, beauty, health, and intellect, result from certain unions, and deformity, disease, and insanity, from others ... HQ751 .W2 1839.

- Available online.


- Available online.


- Available online.

- Full text, illustrations, and information about Wheatley available from the UNC Chapel Hill library.

*Without sanctuary : lynching photography in America.* DHT 8806.

- Images, information, and forum about the book.